OFFICIAL IWRF MOLTEN WHEELCHAIR RUGBY BALLS

The IWRF is pleased to announce that it has extended its partnership with Molten Corporation of Japan to provide the official Wheelchair Rugby competition ball.

As part of the partnership Molten will provide competition balls for IWRF events, including Zone Championships, World Championships, and Paralympic Games from 2013 through 2016. Balls for these events will be provided to the organizing committee at no cost.

Official IWRF Wheelchair Rugby balls are available for purchase exclusively through the IWRF. This is the same WR58X ball that has been used at previous IWRF events – no changes have been made to the design of the ball. Each ball comes printed with the IWRF logo.

Ball prices are as follows:

- Orders up to 30 balls - $30.00 (USD) per ball
- Orders 31 to 120 balls - $26.00 (USD) per ball
- Orders of 120 balls or more - $23.00 (USD) per ball

Shipping charges are extra and will be calculated for each shipment. Purchasers are also responsible for payment of all customs, duties, and taxes if applicable.

Additional logo:
An additional logo can be printed on all single orders of 120 balls or more. The cost for applying an additional logo is $150.00 (USD) however; the IWRF will absorb this cost as a benefit to our members placing larger orders. If you are requesting an additional logo, please attach it in high-resolution .jpg and .eps formats with your order form.

Important information:
The IWRF must meet minimum requirements in order to place orders with Molten. As a result we will only be placing orders with Molten a few times each year, and highly recommend that you notify us of your future ball needs a minimum of 3 to 6 months in advance.

NOTE: The IWRF will attempt to keep a small supply of balls in stock for those who would like to purchase smaller orders.

If you have any questions please contact Eron Main at eron@iwrf.com. You can also reach us by Skype at CallIWRF, or by telephone at +1-779-232-9470.
IWRF MOLTEN WHEELCHAIR RUGBY BALL ORDER FORM

Please complete this form and return via email to IWRF at eron@iwrf.com

Number of balls requested: __________

Additional logo (minimum of 120 balls required): _____ Yes  _____ No
* If yes, to avoid delays, please attach the logo in high-resolution .jpg and .eps format

Contact for order:

Name: ____________________________________________

Organization: ______________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________

Telephone: ________________________________________

Shipping address for order:

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

City: _______________________________________________

Postal code / ZIP: ___________________________________

Country: ___________________________________________

Telephone: ________________________________________

Note: Once your order has been received we will provide you with an invoice reflecting the cost of your order, including shipping charges. Orders must be paid in full before they will be placed with Molten. Any orders received for less than 30 balls will be shipped directly from the IWRF.

If you have any questions please contact Eron Main at eron@iwrf.com. You can also reach us by Skype at CallIWRF, or by telephone at +1-779-232-9470.